Seven Types of People You Will Meet at the
HSBC Singapore Rugby Sevens 2018!
The Trendy: The stylish ladies and gentlemen of this world who actively seek out new experiences
to try while they are young and beautiful (!!). It is all about ‘see and be seen’ with this lot. The most
social, most media savvy amongst all the groups, they are easy to spot as most of them will be
on their phones, composing the perfect Instagram post.

The BFF Entourage: Preferring wefies over selfies, this group are the ultimate team players. They
never do anything alone, and always want to share the happiest and most joyful moments with
their BFFs. Whether it is a bunch of guys or girls who like to talk sport, fast cars, handbags, or
travel tips; or couples who are into double or triple dating, they will always spread the love and
experience everything together, for better or for worse, as one.
The Hardcore Ruggers: The hard, hardcore fans who just can’t get enough of rugby. They play
rugby, dream rugby, watch rugby, and live for rugby. They are the ones who buy their tickets
as soon as they go on sale, and know everything there is to know about the sport. Oh, and
they only ever wear rugby jerseys, even to their own weddings.

The Visitors: This group deserves a round of applause as they are the ones who reside outside
of Singapore and make the effort to travel in to support the event, and to help stimulate
Singapore’s economy! We need our local fans to make them feel welcome, and tell them where
the best places to eat and visit are! Show them Singaporean hospitality at its best!
The Why-am-I-here’s: Let’s face it, there will always be a group of people you will find at any event
who are not there by choice. Either they have been given a free ticket, a friend has a spare and
asked them to tag along, or they are accompanying a parent or friend as part of a birthday gift.
Whatever it might be, this group of ticket holders will turn up at the Singapore Sevens with no
expectations, and won’t have a clue what the event is all about. But after two days of worldclass sport and entertainment the Why-am-I-here’s will be joining the ranks of the See-you-nextyear’s at the Singapore Sevens!
The Happy Families: These are the people you will see at the stadium - loving couples with
their enthusiastic and energetic children. They take advantage of Singapore Sevens special
family packages, and make it a fun outdoor family weekend where they can introduce new
experiences to their children, and learn new things. Singapore Sevens loves these people!

The Patriotics: Those who stand up and sing along when they hear their national anthems.
They might not know anything about rugby sevens, but they will cheer like there is no
tomorrow when their home team scores.

